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Brief Summary: 
This document describes the timing information exchanged between the photon beam 
controls/DAQ systems and the electron beam controls system. 
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1 Introduction 
The purpose of this document is to define the timing information exchanged between the X-Ray 
End Station (XES) Photon Control & Data Systems (PCDS in the following) and the LCLS 
Electron Beam Systems Controls. We'll use the term MCC (Main Control Center) to describe the 
latter entity for the remainder of this document. 
The timing information is transmitted/received using the event-generator (EVG)  and event-
receiver (EVR) system manufactured by Micro Research, Finland.  This system is configured to 
transmit opcodes at 119MHz from the EVG to the EVR.  Fanout boards are used to distribute 
one  EVG signal to multiple EVRs. 

2 Interface 
2.1 Physical Distribution of Timing Information 
The timing signal source is currently located in B002 (Linac Klystron Gallery) / LI20 (Linac 
sector 20) / Room 110 (RF Hut) / Rack LKG21. They are passed on 15 single-mode optical 
fibers landing at the B950 FODU terminated into LC-type optical connectors. The optical signal 
power level will be an absolute minimum of -14dBm; the data coding scheme is 8b/10b. There is 
a maximum of two layers of fanout by the time the fibers reach B950 (near-end-hall).  The 
timing jitter requirements for different instruments is not known at present, so the number of 
fanouts  may need to be revisited in future. 
In the summer of 2009 only 12 of these fibers will be usable, but the remaining 3 can be 
commissioned by terminating existing fibers. 

2.2 Fiducial Counter and Timestamp Distribution 
MCC assigns each 360Hz fiducial an incrementing ID.  The 17 least significant bits of the 
fiducial ID are bundled together with an approximate NTP-style timestamp and transmitted once 
every fiducial using the EVG/EVR data buffer. 
Additionally, this same fiducial ID should be transmitted by the EVG once every fiducial into 
EVR shift-registers:  this requires 32 event codes to set zeros (event code 0x70) and ones (event 
code 0x71) with the end-of-transmission marked by the timestamp counter reset event (event 
code 0x7d).  Currently PCDS only requires the 17 bit fiducial ID, but may want to make use of 
the other 15 bits in future (for now they can be zero).  The timestamp counter reset event code 
should be transmitted very early in the list of event codes transmitted on each shot (in particular, 
at least 4 clock ticks before event code 0x8c described below) and the clock tick on which it is 
transmitted with respect to the fiducial must not be changed for the duration of LCLS running.  
This “EVR FIFO  timestamp“ will be ttransmitted and accessible (via the existing EVR 
interface) to EVRs in IOCs that have Beam Line Data (BLD) that will be needed for analysis of 
the physics data. 
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2.3 LINAC Pulse Distribution 
Event code 0x8c will be transmitted by the MCC EVG to the PCDS EVRs for every shot that is 
sent down the LINAC.  It is intended that this event code with indicate the presence of a bunch in 
the LINAC, and that the timing of the event code with reflect the timing of the bunch.  This 
presence of this event code will not guarantee that the shot is usable by the experiments.. 

2.4 System Outages 
In the event that the MCC EVG must go offline, the MCC group will inform the PCDS DAQ 
group, and the PCDS DAQ group will deploy a PCDS-controlled EVG in the NEH server room 
that will enable the Controls and DAQ systems to function in a test mode.  

2.5 PCDS event code Generation by the MCC EVG 
At the time of this writing, PCDS does not need to have its own event codes distributed by the 
MCC EVG, but it is conceivable that such a need may arise in the future. 


